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The Voyage of the Parthian: Life and Religion
Aboard a 19th-century Ship Bound for Hawai'i

What wonder that we so long for release from this little prison-house!

—Laura Fish Judd (1828)

THE CRIES OF "Land O, Land O" echoed throughout the small ship.
Many passengers, both men and women, scrambled on deck, ran to
the ship railings, and strained their eyes to behold, for the first time,
their new home emerging from the cloudy horizon. Below deck, the
excitement became too much for one passenger as her emotions got
the best of her. Her screams alarmed some of those who remained in
their berths, including one passenger whose recent miscarriage had
kept her in bed for over a week. It was not land, however, but only
"Cape-fly-away" and, as the passengers watched, their new home dis-
solved before their eyes. They returned below deck sorely disap-
pointed. The cry went up again that evening, "Land O, Land O," but
once again, it was nothing but clouds.

The following morning, all eyes searched the western horizon, with
each person questioning the other, "Have you seen land yet? Have
you seen land yet?" The answer always came back, "No." Land birds
were sighted, but not the land. Sailors cursed, passengers prayed, and
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everyone became increasingly anxious. All wished to catch a glimpse
of land before nightfall. By late afternoon, however, the sky dark-
ened, the winds increased, and a gale struck the ship, drowning, in
the dense clouds and the heavy rain, all hope of sighting land that
day. After another night of seasickness for some and oppressive con-
finement for all, on the morning of March 29, 1828, the rising sun
revealed a point of land on the far horizon and, closely thereafter,
the snow-covered peak of a high mountain. Even the invalid, physi-
cally unable to climb the stairs to the deck, was placed in a chair and
hoisted by pulleys, so that she would not be deprived of that first view
of their long awaited destination, the Sandwich Islands. On the fol-
lowing day, the Parthian arrived at Honolulu, after having sailed from
Boston Harbor on November 3, 1827. The ship had been at sea for
148 days.1

Almost all of the passengers on board the Parthian were members
of a small band of missionaries sent under the auspices of the Amer-
ican Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM). They
were the third of 12 such companies dispatched by the ABCFM
between 1820 and 1847.2 Every group of missionaries arrived by ship,
sailing from New England, around Cape Horn, and finally reaching
the Hawaiian Islands usually after a five-month sea voyage. Although
a great deal has been written about the many aspects of the lives of
the missionaries once they arrived in Hawai'i, much less exists that
focuses on the first few months of their mission—that is, the ocean
trip to their new home.3 The focus of this essay is on one of those voy-
ages, that of the third company of missionaries who sailed on the
Parthian. This voyage is of particular interest because it is well docu-
mented, it was an eventful journey, not in small part because of the
antipathy that existed between the missionaries and the captain of
the ship, and because it involved some of the most significant and
long serving missionaries of the Sandwich Island Mission. Let us begin
with a look at those missionaries.

The ABCFM sent 20 persons with the third company, including
four ministers and their wives: Lorrin Andrews and Mary Ann Wilson
Andrews; Ephraim Weston Clark and Mary Kittredge Clark; Jonathan
Smith Green and Theodotia Arnold Green; and Peter Johnson Gulick
and Fanny Hinckley Thomas Gulick. Of these four ministers, three
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had only just graduated from seminary in September: Clark and
Green from Andover Theological Seminary and Gulick from Prince-
ton Theological Seminary. The fourth, Andrews, had attended
Princeton for a short time, but, for the previous two years, had been
employed as a school teacher in Kentucky.4 A physician and his wife
accompanied the ministers: Dr. Gerritt Parmele Judd and Laura Fish
Judd. Dr. Judd was sent to replace Dr. Abraham Blatchely, who had
left Hawai'i the previous year because of poor health. Stephen Shep-
ard, a printer, and his spouse, Margaret Caroline Slow Shepard, were
last minute additions to the party. The ABCFM had hurriedly
replaced Henry R. Stockton, originally scheduled to go with the third
company as the printer, when news of a financial scandal, possibly
involving Stockton, reached the Prudential Committee.5 There were
also four single women among the missionaries: Maria C. Ogden,
Maria Patton, Delia Stone, and Mary Ward.6 The inclusion of these
women was an experiment of sorts.7 The ABCFM was concerned
about the "great failure of health among the females of the Sandwich
Islands" and had concluded that the issue was not the tropical cli-
mate, as some had suggested, but rather the "severity of their domes-
tic labors and cares," as well as the problem of inadequate housing.8

To combat the latter, the ABCFM shipped two frame houses with the
missionaries on the Parthian and, to address the former, they sent
these four single women to serve as domestic help for those families
that had been longest at the islands and who were most in need of
such assistance. The single women, however, were considered mis-
sionaries and not merely paid domestics, as the ABCFM Report for
1828 makes clear:

The single females will have it in their power . . . to comfort and aid
the wives of the missionaries, in their various cares and domestic duties,
and to improve the condition of native females. The last is an object of
great importance, and, if faithfully pursued, will abundantly repay all
the labor bestowed upon it.'°

The final four members of the missionary group were native Hawai-
ians, who had attended the Cornwall Foreign Mission School, in
Connecticut: Samuel J. Mills, John E. Phelps, Henry Tapeetee, and
George Tyler.11 Although they were not considered missionaries, the
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ABCFM paid for their passage, for which, according to the agreement
signed by the men, they promised to:

labor for the mission, as a compensation therefore, in such way as a
majority of the missionaries shall think most useful to the cause of
Christianity, and with a special view to the good for the mission, pro-
vided we [the four men] have comfortable food & lodging & decent
raiment, while thus employed.12

The members of the mission company ranged in age from 21 (Sam-
uel Mills) to 35 (Theodotia Green, Maria Ogden, and George Tyler).
Of those who had come with spouses, none had passed their three-
month anniversary. The Shepards, in fact, had yet to celebrate the
end of their second week together. Along with the missionaries, the
ABCFM sent 200 tons of supplies for the Sandwich Island Mission,
including, as already mentioned, two complete frame houses, as well
as a printing press and an assortment of printing equipment.13 The
freight, provisions, and the 20 members of the missionary group left
very little room on the Parthian, especially considering they repre-
sented only half of the people who were on board the ship.

The Parthian had a crew of 19: Captain Richard D. Blinn and his
two officers: First Mate Symms and Second Mate Thompson. There
were also a steward, a cook, a carpenter, and 13 sailors, many of whom
were in their late teens.14 The youngest member of the crew was a
Hawaiian, named Piro, who served as cabin boy.15 In addition to the
missionaries and the ship's crew, the Parthian had two other passen-
gers: Captain Charles Taylor, who was on his way to Honolulu to pick
up a ship he was to command on its voyage to the Northwest Coast of
North America, and the young, teen-aged son of the owner of the
ship, Josiah Thompson Marshall. Maria Patton was especially struck
by Marshall's good looks, describing him as "a beautiful young man"
and "the handsome young Unitarian." Even after her opinion of his
character suffered because of his actions during the voyage, she was
able to write, "My heart aches to see so young so handsome a person
given up to the service of satan and bent on his own destruction."16

With passengers and crew, the Parthian carried a total of 41 persons,
all of the freight scheduled for delivery at Hawai'i, and sufficient
supplies for the five-month ocean voyage—all of these persons and
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things in a ship 103 feet long, 30 feet wide, and 19 feet deep. There
was hardly room for a person to turn around and the lack of space
led to very crowded living conditions for everyone.

The Judds and Shepards each occupied small staterooms located
amidships away from the others in their party. The four single women
had individual berths within a shared stateroom, the door of which
opened into the main cabin.1? Situated within that main cabin were
the berths of the four ministers and their spouses.'8 Maria Patton, one
of the single women, who shared her room with three others, offered
a vivid description of the living conditions:

It [the stateroom] is 7 feet wide and 5^ feet long, and has a window
about the size of a tea cup directly over my berth. You will scarcely
believe me when I tell you that it contains a bureau, 8 trunks, 4 band-
boxes, each of us a writing desk, 8 bags, 4 baskets, beside a number of
smaller bundles of different kinds, and over all these, those who occupy
the higher berths have to climb before we can get into them. And what
is still worse, not a breath of fresh air can get in, and the cockroaches
are so thick, they crawl over us and the smell is intolerable. My berth
is the highest in the place, so high that there is only 12 inches between
my head and the deck.^

The crowding on the ship was also evident in the passageways.
Stephen Shepard observed that "the way to our room is blocked up
with potato bags and other provisions, so as to render it almost
impassable; having to scramble over a large quantity of luggage to get
in or out."20 The Shepards were not alone in their difficulties, Lorrin
Andrews commented that, along with the Shepards, the Judds "have
to crawl on their hands and knees several feet to get to their berths at
all."21 As the voyage progressed, however, the passengers used many
of the ship's supplies, so that after a few weeks, there was more room
for movement throughout the ship. On the other hand, the trunks,
boxes, and freight remained underfoot until they were unloaded at
Honolulu. Several of those items were stored in the main cabin
located in the stern of the ship. This cabin was the primary gathering
place for the members of the missionary company, where they ate
their meals and held their meetings. It was more than twice as large
as any of the staterooms, approximately 9 by 12 feet, but still over-
crowded whenever it filled with 20 occupants.22 In the middle of the
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room was a large table surrounded by ten chairs. These, in turn, were
encircled by an assortment of the passengers' luggage. Laura Judd
complained, "You cannot see the floor [for] trunks, boxes, bags and
bundles of various descriptions."23 Since no more than ten could sit
around the table at any one time, for half the company each meal
became an exercise in dexterity. They found themselves forced to sit
upon the boxes and trunks that lined the edge of the room and
attempt to balance their dishes, food, and selves as the ship rolled
and rocked through the ocean waves. The motion of the ship made
it difficult even for those fortunate enough to sit at the table: "The
vessel so rolls," wrote Theodotia Green, "that we cannot keep our
dishes on the table and sit, and here we take our teacups in our hands,
for we cannot hold saucers."24 As their journey began, however,
other, more immediate, problems demanded the attention of the
missionaries.

The missionary company set sail on a cold and damp Saturday
afternoon, several days after their scheduled departure date.25 Before
the ship had sailed much beyond the safety of the harbor, it was hit
with strong winds and heavy seas. Everyone, except Theodotia Green
and the four Hawaiians, became increasingly seasick and all were
soon confined to their berths. As the next day dawned, few could find
the strength to rise from their berths. This would be the only Sunday
when a religious service was not held, although in the evening,
according to Andrews, "some of the sisters sang a hymn, which was
like life from the dead."26 It would be Thursday, five days into the voy-
age, before most of the company would be well enough to drink some
black tea and several days more before they would begin to feel the
effects of the illness diminish significantly.2? During these early days,
because of the rough seas, the deadlights were in, so no light or fresh
air was available below deck.28 The ship soon filled with the stench of
vomit. Gerritt Judd graphically described those early days on board
the Parthian:

We were hardly able to stand even by holding on with both hands and
every now and then we were called to belch up the contents of our
stomachs without discrimination. O such a horrid appearance as we
presented—it is enough to sicken me even now as I recollect the scene
. . . The floor has not been visible since our embarkation owing to the
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super-abundance of grime and filth of every description—such a hor-
rid stream as issues from the cabin is quite enough to sicken anybody.*9

Although this bout of seasickness would eventually end, the illness
would be a constant companion for many of the party throughout
the voyage. Even after five months at sea, several of the passengers
became sick in the gale that met the ship just off the shores of
Hawai'i.3° Seasickness was not the only health issue encountered
during their journey. Theodotia Green, although never seasick, did
record, in her journal a time when she vomited in the morning,
blaming it on the fact that "there are 15 vomiting round almost con-
stantly." She had occasion again to comment on her health in late
November, when she wrote, "I am far from being well, though I am
not in the least sea sick."3' It is likely that during the month of
November, Green came to realize that she was pregnant. Later in the
voyage, she would suffer a miscarriage, as, in all probability, did
Laura Judd.32 It was the seasickness, however, that dominated the lives
of much of the company early in the voyage. As the health of the
members of the missionary company improved during the initial days
of their trip, they found themselves confronted with a situation they
were little expecting and for which they were ill-prepared.

When Gerritt Judd had recovered sufficiently from his initial
attack of seasickness to take some air on the deck, Captain Blinn
informed him "his orders from Mr. Marshall were to supply the mis-
sionaries with wood and water only."33 He went on to tell Judd that
the missionaries could not depend on the ship's steward or cook to
prepare their meals for them. They would be required to provide for
themselves for the remainder of the voyage. After viewing a letter
written from Evarts to Judd, Captain Blinn acknowledged that there
was an expectation on the part of the ABCFM that the missionaries
would share his table. He, nevertheless, insisted that the missionary
group must fend for itself, since he possessed no written orders to
the contrary.34 There was, in fact, a written agreement between the
ABCFM and Josiah Marshall, the owner of the ship, that expressly
stated that Marshall would "provide a Steward & Cook to take care of
the stores and provisions of the said passengers and to cook their
food. "35 Moreover, included with the original memorandum was a
statement signed by Captain Blinn that read: "I hereby acknowledge
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the above to be a true copy of the orders 8c instructions received this
day from Marshall and Wildes, which I promise to follow & obey."36

The missionaries, however, were unable to locate their copy of the
agreement to show the captain.3? Without these papers, the mission-
aries could not change the captain's mind and so quickly abandoned
their efforts. The news that the missionaries were now on their own
to provide meals for themselves came as a severe blow to the com-
pany. Patton wrote, "we are left destitute of things absolutely neces-
sary for our comfort . . . I do not know what we shall do."38 Hectic
and confused mealtimes followed for a couple of days. Laura Judd
offered a graphic description of meals during this time, writing that
"we don't set the table, but take a bit in our hands, and eat and live
more like barbarians than teachers of civilization." Her spouse, Ger-
ritt Judd, in very similar words, lamented that the missionaries "eat
like hogs."39 The missionaries, realizing that this problem had to be
addressed, met on November 12 and decided on a course of action.
After a "long consultation," they determined that the women would
work in pairs preparing the meals, as well as doing the housekeeping.
One of the Hawaiian men would assist them with the cooking. The
women would rotate these chores on a weekly basis, so that each
woman would not be required to work more than one week out of
five.40 It is not difficult to imagine how ill-prepared most of the
women were to plan, to organize, and to prepare three meals per day
for 20 people, especially when called upon to do so within the highly
unfavorable conditions present on the Parthian.

The ABCFM had made ample provisions of food for the voyage,
but neglected to include some basic items, including salt and pep-
per.41 Moreover, there were not enough eating utensils for everyone.
For 20 people, there were only a half dozen knives and forks, given
to them by Captain Blinn, as well as 12 teaspoons and six tablespoons
found by Gerritt Judd among the missionaries' stores. Even after the
captain gave them an additional six knives and six forks two weeks
later, there were still not enough for each person to have their own
set of utensils.42 In her journal, Green described the situation to her
sister: "We have only seven knives and forks for twenty and sometimes
I have knife and fork, sometimes I have neither. You would smile to
see me eat fried pork with a spoon, yet we are cheerful and happy."43

The difficult work of preparing meals was made all the more arduous
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because of the location of the caboose, where the women actually
cooked the food. It was at the other end of the ship from the main
cabin.44 Food would be prepared for cooking in the cabin, trans-
ported and cooked in the caboose, and then brought back to the
main cabin. The trip back and forth was made through a narrow
passageway crowded with freight and baggage. The constant motion
of the ship, especially in rough seas, made the journey from cabin to
caboose to cabin fraught with danger. Moreover, the missionaries
were not allowed to cook their food when the caboose was in use by
the ship's cook. Meals were often prepared and eaten at irregular
times and according to an unpredictable schedule.45 There was
another issue associated with the new eating arrangements that the
company was forced to address, which, again, no one had antici-
pated.

When it was thought the missionaries would eat at the captain's
table, it was assumed the Hawaiians would take their meals sepa-
rately. In the personal instructions, Jeremiah Evarts gave to Gerritt
Judd, he states: "The four natives will eat after the rest of the passen-
gers at such time as the captain shall agree upon; but they are to have
their meals regularly, & to be allowed sufficient time for eating."46

After it became necessary for the missionaries to provide for them-
selves and for them to eat apart from the other passengers and
officers, Gerritt Judd, on November 20, suggested to the men of the
missionary group that the Hawaiians be allowed to eat with the mis-
sionaries. There was apparently strong opinion on both sides of the
issue and a committee was formed to examine the case. By the end
of the day, however, it was agreed, "All eat together and associate
more than before."47 Not all were comfortable with the decision. In
Shepard's journal entry for that date, he writes:

Morning has passed very comfortably and pleasant, with only one
exception; the natives sent home by the board, by peculiar circum-
stances brought into the same mess with ourselves, our intercourse
with them is rendered delicate and perplexing. May the Lord give us
all that grace which we need, to direct us in wisdom toward them and
each other.48

The presence of the four Hawaiians among the company represented
a challenge to the missionaries in several ways, not the least of which
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was their religious piety. Gerritt Judd observed that it was the four
Hawaiians, not the missionaries, who took the lead in speaking to the
sailors about Christianity. Less than two weeks into the voyage, he
wrote in his journal:

Yesterday I heard some of the natives speaking on the subject of reli-
gion. Today I heard Phelps rebuke the captain for swearing & Tyler
gave the carpenter the swearer's prayer. On the other hand none of
our missionaries have been heard to say a word to any of them on the
great momentous concerns of Eternity. I have much reason to doubt
my missionary spirit if I do not work to day if I do not embrace the
opportunity now furnished for doing the work of the Lord.49

On the day following the company's decision allowing the Hawaiians
to eat with the missionaries, there was scheduled a special time of
prayer and thanksgiving for the returning health of the missionary
family, as well as a time "to implore [God's] blessing on the great
work" to which each of them felt they had been called. There were
prayers spoken, hymns sung, and "appropriate remarks" offered.50

Usually on these occasions, all five of the missionary men offered
prayers on behalf of the company. On this day, however, one of the
Hawaiian men, John Phelps, astonished the gathering by taking it
upon himself to lead the community in prayer. Although Theodotia
Green characterized the prayer as "simple" and "artless," no one,
including Green, suggested those words were anything but deeply
pious.51 From that time on, it was not unusual either for Phelps or for
Samuel Mills to add their prayers to those of the other men.52 The
opportunity for prayer came quite often for all of the members of the
company, since they met regularly several times every week for reli-
gious services.

The most important meetings of the week were held, as might be
expected, on Sunday. The company was too seasick to have a service
on the first Sunday at sea, but, on November 11, there was sufficient
health among the group to begin a weekly observance. On the first
two Sundays, the community held one morning service in the main
cabin, but, on November 25, after obtaining Captain Blinn's permis-
sion, an afternoon service was held on deck.53 Peter Gulick's sermon,
in the words of Gerritt Judd, "arraigned the consciences of the Sailors
before God's eternal truth, told them that if they dared to swear,
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drink & profane the Sabbath as some of them did that they had no
faith in his word which forbids such things of necessity—he that
believeth not shall be damned."54 It was the only time during the voy-
age a service was held on deck. For the rest of the trip, the commu-
nity remained in the main cabin for both Sunday services. The min-
isters decided, therefore, to alter the content and delivery of their
sermons. The morning service, directed primarily to those who were
a part of the missionary company, would be delivered from notes
and/or a manuscript. However, in the afternoon, the sermon would
be extemporaneous and focused on those non-believing crew mem-
bers who might be in attendance.55 More often than not, however, the
missionaries lamented the lack of attendance by the ship's crew at any
of the services and expressed concern for the fate of their eternal
souls. Most attributed the sailor's absence at meetings to indifference,
but Andrews wrote that "more than one sermon was preached that
might literally be called brow-beating—the result was that our con-
gregation became thin."56 Responsibility for the sermon, which was
the focal point of Sunday's services, was shared among the four min-
isters and rotated on a weekly basis. During the week following the
delivery of the sermon, that same minister also took the leadership
in the daily religious gatherings.

Every day began and ended with "family worship." In the morn-
ing, at 9:00 a.m., or immediately after breakfast, one of the ministers
would read a chapter from the Bible and then lead the group in
prayer. Again in the evening, at around 8:00 p.m., the missionaries
would gather for a "prayer meeting," consisting of readings from
scripture, the singing of hymns, and the offering of prayers from sev-
eral members of the community.57 On Saturday evenings, to help
everyone prepare for the next day's services, the meetings were
extended by the addition of a few brief remarks from the minister in
charge. These daily prayer meetings were also used as "conference"
times, when the missionaries would discuss and decide important
issues faced by the company.

One such issue, which arose very early in the voyage, was the per-
ceived lack of seriousness among the missionaries. To combat this
problem, they determined to "avoid all appearance of levity" among
themselves and also in the presence of the ship's crew.58 The issue,
however, was not resolved satisfactorily in the eyes of everyone.
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Andrews, not long after this conference, complained in his journal
that there was too much trivial talk about the food they were eating.59
A few weeks later, Ephraim Clark reported that the community
decided to "set apart a certain number of hours every day as study
hours, during which time [all] agreed to observe silence in the
cabin."60 By this time, it had become apparent that the target of this
resolution was the women. Andrews wrote, on the day the resolution
was passed, that he didn't "know how our ladies will stand it" and, on
the following day, he commented that the new resolution had been
easy to keep that day since "many of the ladies were sick and no temp-
tation to break over."61 Jonathan Green, in a letter to Rufus Ander-
son, offered his perspective:

The ladies, some part of the time were allowed to talk—a priviledge
[sic] you may smile to hear gravely said was allowed them. But I can
assure you, dear Sir, our ladies were cheerful in this submission to laws,
which tho seeming severe, were indispensable to the prosperity, yea, to
the very existence of our little republick [sic] .62

Only one of the women commented in her journal about this new
policy and she merely states, "Some rules have been adopted relative
to study."63 The women, regardless of the men's estimation of their
conduct, were equally concerned to find ways to express their deeply
held religious sentiments both together and as individuals. To that
end, during the first week of December, the women organized a
"female prayer meeting" and met together, as often as they could,
each Thursday afternoon from 2:00—3:00 p.m.64 It was a time of
"social prayer and religious conversation," where tearful confession
and shared opinion mixed with solemn hymns and pious promises.65

Not long after the women organized their weekly meeting, the whole
community decided to devote a half-hour each day to "the cultivation
of sacred music."66 Andrews, who apparently had some experience in
teaching music, became the master of their music school.67 After the
first lesson, Andrews noted in his journal that he was "dissatisfied,"
but then observed some three weeks later, "Our singing goes on
slowly but gradually—I think we are improving."68 Improvement, or
not, there were those on board who were not so appreciative of the
group's efforts. Captain Blinn and the two passengers who were not a
part of the missionary group, Taylor and Marshall, amused themselves
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for a time by sitting directly above the music school and singing as
loudly as they could "the most filthy, lascivious and blasphemous"
songs they knew.69 Moreover, they would mimic the procedure fol-
lowed by the music school and "line" their songs, so that one of the
three would say the line to be sung and then the others would sing it
afterwards.70

The blatant mockery of these men, however, did not usually
extend beyond the singing school. Marshall, in fact, would occasion-
ally be present at a Sunday service. Taylor, on the other hand,
attended only once and Captain Blinn never went to any religious
meeting throughout the voyage.71 Among the ship's crew, only First
Mate Symms and Piro, the cabin boy, joined the missionaries on a
regular basis. During the religious services held by the missionaries,
the captain did not actively interfere, although he did thwart their
enjoyment of the Sabbath on several occasions. It was usually merely
a matter of his swearing and obscene talk on Sundays, or his prefer-
ence for bed rather than religious services, but on one occasion Cap-
tain Blinn's orders to the crew precipitated a major conflict.72 On
Sunday morning, February 24, Jonathan Green, Gerritt Judd, and
Andrews noticed the crew painting the ship. This action, they felt,
was a "high-handed insult" both to God and to the missionaries. After
they consulted together, they decided that Green should go and
speak with the captain about this matter.^ By all accounts, after an
initial angry exchange between the two men, Green and Captain
Blinn discussed the issue rationally for an hour. The long conversa-
tion, however, had no effect on the orders to paint the ship. The crew
continued their work, although they did so in a noticeably quieter
manner.74 At one point, Gulick attempted to address the crew directly
concerning their breaking of the Sabbath, but his words were met
with insults rather than cooperation. This incident led Gerritt Judd
to write, "I feel as if we are in a nest of the most polluted men."" The
keeping of the Sabbath was obviously of great importance to the mis-
sionaries. The extent to which the company felt compelled to keep
the Sabbath may be observed in their actions following their arrival
at Honolulu. Although they had been confined to the Parthian for
five months, they refused all invitations to travel to land, believing, in
the words of Maria Patton, "we are determined by example as well as
precept to show we reverence this holy day."76 As is clear in their
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efforts to keep the Sabbath, the significance of all corporate and per-
sonal pieties was not merely for their own sake, but, more impor-
tantly, as a means of converting unbelievers to Christianity.

Each member of the missionary company attempted to live up to
the words of instruction offered to them by Jeremiah Evarts, Corre-
sponding Secretary of the ABCFM, a few days before they left Boston:

[P]iety is indispensable to the happy prosecution of your work. With-
out it, you can neither hope to benefit your fellow sinners, nor be
approved by God. But let me say, that eminent piety, a deep and all-
pervading sense of religion, evident progress in the divine life, are to
be sought, not for your own sake merely, but as the means of saving
sinners.77

The primary purpose of the missionary enterprise was the work of
"saving sinners" and, to that end, all of the missionaries had set sail
for Hawai'i on the Parthian. The question for many of them, however,
was whether or not they were sufficient to the task. Their journals
were filled with expressions of self-doubt and self-criticism. These
misgivings grew in number and in seriousness as they approached
their final destination. Less than two weeks prior to their arrival at
Hawai'i, Clark recorded in his journal, "As I draw near the field of my
future labours, I am almost overwhelmed with a sense of my respon-
sibility. I never more deeply felt my deficiency than at present. I some-
times fear I am totally unprepared for the great work before me."78

Clark, unknowingly, echoed the sentiments of many of his co-work-
ers, who were often found lamenting the inadequacy of their per-
sonal piety and mourning their unworthiness to be missionaries. Ger-
ritt Judd wrote at one point, "I am so wicked that it seems impossible
that I can ever be of any use in the work of the Lord," and Patton
exclaimed in frustration, "I am astonished at my insensibility and
hardness of heart."79 Even at the end of the voyage, when reflecting
on the lack of response by the ship's crew to the missionaries' mes-
sage, it was difficult for the missionaries not to attribute it to their
own inadequacies:

In addition to preaching, we endeavoured as occasion offered, by con-
versation & by distributing tracts to promote the spiritual good of the
seamen. But owing to our unfaithfulness, & some obstacles over which we
had no control, we have reason to fear but little good was affected. We
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cannot but hope, however, that some good impressions were made,
which will not soon be effaced (emphasis added).8"

Regardless of the missionaries' feelings concerning their readiness to
engage in the missionary enterprise, or their regrets about the out-
come of their ministry to the sailors, on March 31, 1828, all of them,
with the exception of Lorrin Andrews who would follow the next day,
disembarked from the Parthian to begin their new life as missionar-
ies among the Hawaiians.81 Almost all members of this small com-
pany would spend their lives on those islands. Not all of them would
continue in the service of the ABCFM. All but one of them, however,
would remain in the Hawaiian Islands until death or retirement.
Twelve of the original 16 died and were buried in the Islands. The
Gulicks retired to Japan in 1874, where one of their sons was a mis-
sionary, after having served in Hawai'i for 46 years. Ephraim Clark,
following 36 years of ministry in the Islands, returned to the United
States in 1864 to oversee the printing of the Bible in the Hawaiian
language. He retired a few years after his return. Only Margaret
Shepard, following the death of her spouse in 1834, would return to
the United States after only a few years of service. On that sunny day
in 1828, however, thoughts of the distant future were far from most
of the missionaries. After 148 days confined on board their "little
prison-house," they were just happy to make landfall and, in all like-
lihood, many shared Theodotia Green's sentiments, written several
days later, regarding the ship that brought them to these distant
lands: "The Parthian sailed today. She goes to Canton and will prob-
ably return in the fall. I do not regret at all that I am not going in her

"82
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